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RapidTree Crack For Windows is the fastest and smallest TreeView/Grid/List control in the world. RapidTree gives you the best performance for displaying large tree and list, no performance loss for your first tree item. RapidTree can display columns with any number of Columns (even up to 128 columns). RapidTree allows you to easily and quickly replace your old TreeView with RapidTree. RapidTree supports MVVM, automatic Nodes sorting, nodes
expanding/collapsing events. RapidTree has another mode of working with data. You can store rows of Data object in RapidTree and work with nodes from Data. In this mode RapidTree works like TCustomGrid. RapidTree supports Nodes as Root of tree (Root property) or as child of another node (Roots property) (you can easily move/move nodes/nodes to another place). RapidTree has three style of outline: Standard, Windows Explorer and Excel. RapidTree have
other features like Cells array for Node independent from Columns count, you can easily hide or show each node, easily transfer from another branch or from another tree, you can easily save/load node/nodes from file/stream in text or binary format. RapidTree have three style of outline: Standard, Windows Explorer and Excel. Columns in RapidTree are resizable and moveable. You can also set fixed columns area and change column to display Nodes (Structure
column). With RapidTree you can easily display and print nodes and cells associated with a node. HTMLDrawing feature allows you to insert simple HTML-tags into cells and node text which allows you to display data in a more attractive fashion. RapidTree is the fastest and smallest TreeView/Grid/List control in the world. RapidTree gives you the best performance for displaying large tree and list, no performance loss for your first tree item. RapidTree can display
columns with any number of Columns (even up to 128 columns). RapidTree allows you to easily and quickly replace your old TreeView with RapidTree. RapidTree supports MVVM, automatic Nodes sorting, nodes expanding/collapsing events. RapidTree has another mode of working with data. You can store rows of Data object in RapidTree and work with nodes from Data. In this mode RapidTree works like TCustomGrid. RapidTree supports Nodes as Root of tree
(
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In order to provide you more control over Node and its content you can add your own content to a node using TreeNodeEx. RapidTree have a lot of different additional features, see more at The most important features of RapidTree: * Fastest tree view control in the world * You can change width of each column in tree view * You can set cells array for each node independent from columns count * You can easily get TreeNode by cell index. * You can set same node
to different branches (Horizontal splitter node) * You can easily save/load node/nodes from file/stream in text or binary format. * HTMLDrawing is fully compatible with VCL/Win32/MFC * With RapidTree you can easily display and print nodes and cells associated with a node * HTMLDrawing allows you to insert simple HTML-tags into cells and node text which allows you to display data in a more attractive fashion * You can set different Node-Style-Colors for
each node. * You can add different items to cells of each Node in tree view * You can add Cells array to each Node in tree view * You can add Text to all nodes of tree view. * You can add fixed Columns area to each Node in tree view * You can add Row count to each Node in tree view * You can easily drag and drop nodes and cells from one tree to another. * With RapidTree you can easily save/load node/nodes from file/stream in text or binary format. * You can
easily save/load node/nodes from file/stream in text or binary format. * You can easily get TreeNode by node index (supports all previous as well as newer versions of Delphi) * You can easily show/hide each node, you can easily show/hide specified group of nodes. * You can easily show/hide specified group of nodes * You can easily get tree node or node handle for any node * You can easily create your own nodes and cells which allows you to manage data any way
you want. * You can easily insert node handle into any field of your node * You can easily create your own Node/Node class. * You can easily show/hide all nodes in tree view * You can easily create your own node controller

What's New In RapidTree?

RapidTree is designed for quick and easy development of tree-based applications. Features: * All tree related functionality working with nodes and node objects as it is in TTreeView * Constructing and working with nodes and node objects is so much easier than with TTreeView * Resizing, moving and hiding/showing nodes * Saving/loading nodes from file/stream in text or binary format * Nodes are created with only one event handler. So, if you want to use another
handler you need to create additional node/nodes * Cells array is used to get information about the cell from Node. This array contains all column information. So, if you use other Column type than TStringList (for example TMemo) you can easily use cells array * It is easy to show Node.You only need to set value of cell which contains Node.Node.Text. You also can change cell color * RapidTree control is control using one or more columns. All columns are resizable
and moveable * MultiColumn control is a RapidTree control with multiple columns which you can easily resize and move in the form * OnCanResize event allows to know if columns can be resized * You can change width of column by changing property of columns * Expanded property of columns allows to control whether column is expanded or collapsed * You can easily set node parent * You can easily set node expand state * Tree sorting is really fast. You don't
need to implement your own sorting method, use our built-in sorting methods * You can easily apply a sorting to one node only * You can easily get node name and it's position in tree * You can easily get parent node name and it's position in tree * Cell provides a text area and allows you to easily get/set node value in any way * Cell can contain rich-text format. So, you can get/set value of cell in any way * You can easily get/set focus of the cell * Use a HTMLDrawing
feature to show data in a more attractive fashion * You can easily display/hide nodes * You can easily apply a Node style * You can easily insert a URL into cells and set node to navigate to the URL * You can easily navigate to node.Node.Text by using navigation buttons. * You can easily set cell type * You can easily set font color * You can easily get cells height * You can easily set cell height * You can easily set cell width * You can easily get/set cell width * You
can easily get/set cell font style * You can easily get/set cell font size * You can easily get/set cell background color * You can easily set cell background color * You can easily show/hide node * You can easily show/hide node
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System Requirements For RapidTree:

Microsoft Windows Mac OS X Linux Our client also states: *NOTE: 1 GB RAM or above for Photoshop CS5 or below 2 GB RAM or above for Photoshop CS6 or above *NOTE: We recommend the latest USB 3.0 Type A to Type C Male to Male cable (such as Belkin 3 in 1). Disclaimer: *Mac OS X Yosemite, El Capitan, Sierra, etc will not run our emulator. *Please take into account that image resolution of our Emulator will differ
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